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CHOOSE YOUR
OWN CREATIVE
COMMONS
ADVENTURE

A cute little zine about how to choose the correct
Creative Commons license for your creative work.

reative Commons licenses are
copyright licenses. They only
exist because they are in
conversation with copyright,
but take a unique "some rights
reserved" model. Each Creative
Commons license is made up of
three layers. These layers are
the legal code, commons deeds
and “machine readable” version of
the license
The Legal code is a "lawyer readable" layer that is legally
enforceable in court. The commons deeds is the layer than most
people interact with and is the "human readable" version. The
"machine readable" version uses CC Rights Expression Language to
allow search engines and technology to understand the license.

THERE ARE FOUR
LICENSE ELEMENTS
ATTRIBUTION
This element requires users to
properly attribute the creater

NONCOMMERCIAL
This element requires users not
use work for commercial gain

SHAREALIKE
This element requires users to license their
adaptations under the same license

NODERIVATIVES
This element prohibits users share their
adaptations of works

Users can adapt or use for any purpose as
long as they attribute the original creator

Users can adapt or use for any purpose as
long as they attribute the original creator
and share those adaptations with the same
license

Users can use materials as long as they
attribute the original creator and don't
share adaptations

Users can adapt or use for any purpose as long
as they attribute the original creator and do not
share the adaptation for commercial use/gain

Users can adapt or use as long as they attribute the original
creator, share adaptations under the same license and do not
share the adaptation for commercial use/gain

Users can use as long as they attribute the original creator, do not
share adaptation, and do not use any adaptations for commercial
use/gain

Since Creative Commons works within
the system of copyright, any legal
exemption or limitation that are
available within copyright are also valid
for Creative Commons licenses. This
includes Fair Use and exceptions for
People's with Disabilities.
Lastly, Creative Commons
has tools for public domain
materials. These tools allow
for folks to dedicate their
own created materials to
the public domain (waiving
all rights) or to indicate a
work that they know to be
in the public domain (like a
work in a collection held by
a library).

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0
International License.
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